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The (110) surfaces of fcc 5d metals Ir, Pt, and Au exhibit (1 x2) reconstructions' that have been identi6ed as having geometries in which alternate rows of surface atoms along the close-packed (110) direction are removed, forming the "missing-row" structure. Missingrow reconstructions are not observed in the corresponding 3d and 4d fcc metal (110) surfaces but can be induced by depositing a small dosage of alkali-metal atoms.
2 Alkalimetal atoms can also induce further substrate constructions on Au(110) [e.g. , (1 x3) and (1 x5) patterns are observed upon Cs deposition ). Hence, it is believed that electron-donating species promote the missing-row reconstruction on this class of metal surfaces. Detailed theoretical investigations examining the physical mechanism driving the missing-row reconstruction have also indicated that the missing-row geometry is stabilized by increasing the electron density at the surface. '
Recently, the adsorption of K on Au(110) 
